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[0027]

[Description of the Preferred Embodiments]

The embodiments of the present invention are described below

referring to the drawings.

[0028]

An optical pickup apparatus related to the present invention, as

shown in Fig. 1, radiates and concentrates a luminous flux onto the front

surface of a signal recording layer 102 of an optical disk 101 as an optical

recording medium, and reads information signals recorded on the optical

disk 101 based on reflected luminous flux of the luminous flux.

[0029]

In an optical disk reproducing apparatus formed with this optical

pickup apparatus, the optical disk 101 is rotated with its central part held,

and the optical pickup apparatus is supported in a state where an object lens

20 for concentrating the luminous flux is faced toward the principal surface

of the optical disk 101. Also, by moving the optical pickup apparatus along

the inner and outer peripheries of the optical disk 101, it is possible to read
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information signals from the entire signal recording layer of the optical disk

101.

[0030]

The optical pickup apparatus is formed by arranging a semiconductor

laser device, a photodetector, a beam splitter, and an object lens drive

mechanism 6 supporting the object lens 20 on one substrate 2 and 36, and

covering these device and optical components with a shell cover 30 as a

covering member attached to the substrate 2 and 36.

[0031]

The substrate 2 and 36 consists of a base plate 2 as the first substrate

and a printed circuit board 36 as the second substrate mounted on the top

surface of the base plate 2.

[0032]

The base plate 2 is made from an iron plate. The printed circuit

board 36 has a base material portion consisting of various insulation

materials, a printed wiring pattern of copper foil formed in a predetermined

shape on the principal surface of the base material portion, and a resist film

covering the wiring pattern.

[0033]

The printed circuit board 36 is attached on the top surface of the base

plate 2 in line with the base plate 2, in a state where one part of the top

surface of the base plate 2 is exposed at the upper side, as shown in Figs. 2 to

5. The upper-side exposed part of the base plate 2 constitutes a reference

surface 44.

[0034]
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Also, the printed circuit board 36 has a flange 50 protruding outward

from the edge of the top surface of the base plate 2. The flange 50 is formed

by covering void portions 38 and 39 provided in the base plate 2 with the

printed circuit board 36, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

[0035]

The reference surface 44 and the flange 50 may be adjacent to each

other as shown in Fig. 5 (Meanwhile, the figures parenthesized in Fig. 5 are

examples of measurements in mm).

[0036]

An optical part is arranged on the printed circuit board 36. The

optical part consists of a semiconductor laser device 10 as a light emitting

device fixedly arranged on the printed circuit board 36, first and second

photodetectors (photodiodes) 14a and 14b as light receiving devices, and the

object lens 20 as an optical component for concentrating a laser luminous

flux emitted from the semiconductor laser device 10 onto the front surface of

the signal recording layer 102 of the optical disk 101.

[0037]

The semiconductor laser chip 10 and the photodetectors 14a and 14b

are arranged on one semiconductor base material part 13 so as to constitute

a laser coupler (L/C) 3, as shown in Fig. 9. That is, the semiconductor laser

device 10 is arranged on the semiconductor base material part 13 via a heat

sink 11. Additionally, each of the first and second photodetectors 14a and

14b is formed on the semiconductor base material part 13, in a state of being

split into a plurality of light receiving surfaces.

[0038]
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Arranged on the laser coupler 3 is a beam splitter prism 12 above the

photodetectors 14a and 14b. The beam splitter prism 12 directs a beam

splitter surface 12R forming a predetermined inclination angle with respect

to the top surface of the semiconductor base material part 13, toward the

semiconductor laser device 10.

[0039]

The laser coupler 3 is fixedly bonded to the printed circuit board 36 in

such a manner that the top surface of the semiconductor base material part

13 is in parallel with the top surface of the printed circuit board 36.

[0040]

On the laser coupler 3, the semiconductor laser device 10 emits the laser

luminous flux toward the beam splitter surface 12R. The laser luminous

flux emitted from the semiconductor laser device 10 is reflected by the beam

splitter surface 12R and is radiated in an upward vertical direction with

respect to the semiconductor base material part 13.

[0041]

The laser luminous flux emitted from the laser coupler 3 is reflected

by a reflecting mirror 4 arranged on the printed circuit board 36 in such a

manner as to cover the upper side of the laser coupler 3, and is deflected in a

direction parallel to the top surface of the printed circuit board 36. Then,

the laser luminous flux is reflected by a reflecting prism 5 arranged on the

printed circuit board 36 so as to be positioned under the object lens 20, and is

deflected in an upward vertical direction with respect to the top surface of

the printed circuit board 36. The object lens 20 is supported by the object

lens drive mechanism 6 described later so as to be positioned above the
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printed circuit board 36 and separated from the printed circuit board 36.

[0042]

The laser luminous flux incident upon the object lens 20 via the

reflecting prism 5 is concentrated by the object lens 20 onto the front surface

of the signal recording layer 102 of the optical disk 101.

[0043]

The laser luminous flux concentrated on the front surface of the signal

recording layer 102 is reflected by the signal recording layer 102, and is

returned to the object lens 20. The reflected luminous flux returned to the

object lens 20 comes back to the beam splitter surface 12R via the reflecting

prism 5 and the reflecting mirror 4.

[0044]

The reflected luminous flux returned to the beam splitter surface 12R

passes through the beam splitter surface 12R and enters into the beam

splitter prism 12, and is thus split in an optical path returning to the

semiconductor laser device 10 and received by the first photodetector 14a.

In addition, the reflected luminous flux is reflected by the front surface of the

first photodetector 14a and the inside surface of the beam splitter prism 12,

and is received by the second photodetector 14b as well.

[0045]

On the basis of photodetection outputs from the photodetectors 14a and 14b,

a read signal (RF signal) for reading an information signal recorded on the

optical disk 101, a focus error signal (FE signal) indicative of a misalignment

in an optical axis direction (a focus error) between a point of concentration of

the luminous flux by the object lens 20 and the front surface of the signal
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recording layer 102, and a tracking error signal (TE signal) indicative of a

misalignment in a direction orthogonal to the optical axis and the recording

track formed on the front surface of the signal recording layer 102 (a

tracking error) between the point of concentration of the luminous flux and

the recording track are calculated.

[0046]

That is, the read signal (RF signal) is obtained as a sum of the

photodetection outputs from the photodetectors 14a and 14b. Additionally,

the focus error signal (FE signal) is obtained as a difference between the

photodetection outputs from the photodetectors 14a, 14b.

[0047]

Moreover, the tracking error signal (TE signal) is acquired as a

difference between a sum of a photodetection output (A) from the light

receiving surface on one side of the first photodetector 14a and a

photodetection output (D) from the light receiving surface on the other side

of the second photodetector 14a and a sum of a photodetection output (B)

from the light receiving surface on the other side of the first photodetector

14a and a photodetection output (C) from the light receiving surface on the

one side of the second photodetector 14a ((A + D) — (B + C)).

[0048]

Besides, on each of the photodetectors 14a and 14b, a parting line

between the light receiving surface on the one side and the light receiving

surface on the other side is drawn so as to form a 45-degree angle with

respect to a tangential direction T of the recording track in the optical disk

101, as shown in Fig. 10. The recording track is formed on the front surface
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of the signal recording layer 102, in the shape of an approximately concentric

spiral around the center of the optical disk 101.

[0049]

In addition, the object lens drive mechanism 6 is arranged on the printed

circuit board 36. The object lens drive mechanism 6 is composed of a lens

bobbin 21 for movably supporting the object lens 20 and a magnetic circuit

for moving the lens bobbin 21.

[0050]

The object lens drive mechanism 6 supports the object lens 20 and

also moves the object lens 20 in a direction of the optical axis of the object

lens 20 and a direction orthogonal to the direction of the optical axis.

[0051]

The object lens drive mechanism 6 moves the object lens 20 according

to the focus error signal and the tracking error signal so that the object lens

20 moves in response to an eccentricity and a so-called runout associated

with the rotation of the optical disk 101 and that the point of concentration of

the luminous flux formed by the object lens 101 is always positioned on the

recording track.

[0052]

The object lens drive mechanism 6 has an adjustment plate 54 that is

fixed to the printed circuit board 36 after it is moved and adjusted on the

printed circuit board 36. A supporting block 6e is fixedly arranged on the

adjustment plate 54. The supporting block 6e supports the lens bobbin 21

via four leaf springs 22, 23, 24 and 25. The object lens 20 is mounted on the

lens bobbin 21. The lens bobbin 21 is made movable in two axial directions,
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vertically and from side to side, owing to elastic displacements of the leaf

springs 22, 23, 24 and 25.

[0053]

In addition, a coil bobbin 26 constituting the magnetic circuit is

mounted on the lens bobbin 21. A focus coil 26a is wound around the outer

periphery of the coil bobbin 26, and a pair of tracking coils 26b wound in an

approximately annular shape is attached to the coil bobbin 26.

[0054]

On the printed circuit board 36, a movable yoke 60 that is moved and

adjusted in a manner interlocked with the adjustment plate 54 is arranged.

The movable yoke 60 has a pair of engaging protrusions (dowels) 63 and 64

forming a coupled part as shown in Figs. 1 to 23. This movable yoke is moved

and adjusted in a manner interlocked with the movement and adjustment of

the adjustment plate 54 by fitting and engaging these engaging protrusions

63 and 64 in a hole 59 and a long hole 57 provided in arms 56 and 58 on the

front end of the adjustment plate 54. The movable yoke 60 is moved and

adjusted in a two-dimensional direction along the top surface of the printed

circuit board 60.

[0055]

The movable yoke 60 has a pair of upwardly yokes 27a and 27b

projected upward. A magnet 28 is attached to one of these yokes 27a and

27b. The magnet 28 and the yokes 27a and 27b form the magnetic circuit

via the movable yoke 60. In the magnetic circuit, a clearance between the

magnet 28 and the other yoke 27a constitutes a magnetic gap.

[0056]
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The coil bobbin 26 is mounted on the lens bobbin 21 so that one part

of the focus coil 26a and one part of the tracking coil 26b are positioned

within the magnetic gap of the magnetic circuit.

[0057]

That is, when a drive current is supplied to the focus coil 26a in

response to the focus error signal, the focus coil 26a receives an

electromagnetic force from a magnetic flux within the magnetic gap, and

moves the lens bobbin 21 in a direction of optical axis of the object lens 20

(vertically). Also, when a drive current is supplied to the tracking coil 26b

in response to the tracking error signal, the tracking coil 26b receives an

electromagnetic force from the magnetic flux within the magnetic gap, and

moves the lens bobbin 21 in a direction orthogonal to the optical axis of the

object lens 20 (from side to side).

[0058]

In addition, in the optical pickup apparatus, the shell cover 30 is

attached to the substrate 2 and 36.

[0059]

The shell cover 30 has a shape capable of covering the optical part

when attached on the substrate 2 and 36, as shown in Figs. 6 to 8. It is

formed from a material of high dimensional accuracy and stiffness such as

PPS resin and zinc die-cast, by means of injection molding, for example.

[0060]

The shell cover 30 has a plurality of contacted rods 43, 43 projected

downward as a first contacted part on the bottom surface facing toward the

substrate 2 and 36. Also, the shell cover 30 has on its lateral side a pair of
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contacted claws 42, 42 as a second contacted part. These contacted claws 42,

42 are projected sideward from the lower ends of supporting rods 41, 41

projected downward from the bottom surface of the shell cover 30.

[0061]

The lower ends of the contacted rods 43, 43 and the top surfaces of

the contacted claws 42, 42 are in a relationship in which they are positioned

on one plane P, as shown in Fig. 8.

[0062]

Also, when the shell cover 30 is attached to the substrate 2 and 36,

the lower ends of the contacted rods 43, 43 come into contact with the

reference surface 44 as an upper-side exposed part of the top surface of the

base plate 2, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In addition, when the shell cover 30

is attached to the substrate 2 and 36, the top surfaces of the contacted claws

42, 42 comes into contact with the bottom surface of the flange 50 of the

printed circuit board 36, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

[0063]

The bottom surface of the printed circuit board 36 is in line with the

top surface of the base plate 2, the bottom surface of the printed circuit board

36 and the top surface of the base plate 2 are positioned in one plane. Also,

since the lower ends of the contacted rods 43, 43 and the top surfaces of the

contacted claws 42, 42 are positioned in one plane. Accordingly, by

contacting the lower ends of the contacted rods 43, 43 with the reference

surface 44 and contacting the top surfaces of the contacted claws 42, 42 with

the bottom surface of the flange 50, the shell cover 30 is positioned with

accuracy along a vertical direction (that is, a direction apart from the
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substrate 2 and 36) with respect to the substrate 2 and 36.

[0064]

In addition, the shell cover 30 is attached to the substrate 2 and 36 by

screwing a screw 37 inserted from below through a screw insertion hole 40

provided in the substrate 2 and 36, into a screw hole formed downward.

[0065]

Also, the shell cover 30 has on the top surface a through-hole 31 for

facing the object lens 20 upward.

[0066]

In the case of using a molding tool, the shell cover 30 can be formed

on the assumption that the plane P is positioned on a parting line (parting

portion), in such a manner that the lower ends of the contacted rods 43, 43

and the top surfaces of the contacted claws 42, 42 are accurately positioned

on the same plane.

[0067]

Conceivable as a structure for attaching a covering member to a

substrate as a flat plate member is, as shown in Fig. 27, the one in which a

contacted rod 143 and a hook claw 141 are integrally provided on the side

fringe of the covering member 130, the lower end of the contacted rod 143 is

in contact with the vicinity of the side fringe of the top surface of the

substrate 112, and the hook claw 141 is hooked on the side fringe of the

substrate 112. A claw 142 is provided on the lower end of the hook claw 141

in such a manner as to be projected toward the contacted rod 143.

[0068]

In the case of attaching the covering member 130 to the substrate 112
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under such a structure, when the cover member 130 is attached to the

substrate 112, the hook claw 141 becomes elastically deformed outward

beyond the outer periphery of the substrate 112. In this case, therefore, the

covering member 130 needs to be formed from a material having elasticity

that allows the elastic deformation of the hook claw 141.

[0069]

As such an elastic material, a synthetic resin such as ABS resin, for

example, is not appropriate for forming the covering member to which the

supported part is provided, because it causes heat distortion at low

temperatures.

[0070]

The covering member is formed from PPS resin and zinc die-cast that

are high in dimensional accuracy but have no elasticity, and thus cannot be

attached to the substrate under the above-mentioned structure provided

with the hook nail.

[0071] \

In addition, conceivable as a structure for attaching the covering

member 130 to the substrate 112 is, as shown in Fig. 28, the one in which a

pair of upper and lower support pieces 144 and 145 are provided to the side

fringe of the covering member 130 and the vicinity of the side fringe of the

substrate 112 is sandwiched between the support pieces 144 and 145.

[0072]

Under such a structure, depending on the accuracy of thickness of

the substrate 112 and the accuracies of positions and thicknesses of the

support pieces 144 and 145, the substrate 112 is press-fitted or idly fitted
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between the support pieces 144 and 145. Thus, this structure is not

suitable for attaching the shell cover 30 to the substrate 2 and 36.

[0073]

In addition, the shell cover 30 has on one side an engagement groove

32 as a supported portion. The engagement groove 32 is formed as a portion

between a pair of joint pieces 33 and 34 projected sideward from the one side

of the shell cover 30. The other side of the shell cover 30 has a thrust sleeve

35 as a supported part. The thrust sleeve 35 is formed as a through-hole in

the shape of a linear cylinder.

[0074]

In the optical disk reproducing apparatus, as shown in Fig. 1, a

support shaft 104 of the optical disk reproducing apparatus is inserted into

the thrust sleeve 35, and the support piece 103 of the optical disk

reproducing apparatus is fitted into and engaged with the engagement

groove 32, which allows the optical pickup apparatus to be supported in the

prescribed position.

[0075]

Additionally, the printed circuit board 36 has a short land part 46

protruding outward beyond the side fringe of the base plate 2, as shown in

Figs. 4, 18 and 19. On the short land part 46, one short land that is

extended from the printed wiring pattern connected with a power supply

terminal (positive terminal) of the semiconductor laser device 10 and the

other short land 48 that is adjacent to the one short land 47 and is extended

from the printed wiring pattern connected with an earth terminal (ground

(GND) terminal) of the semiconductor laser device 10 are formed.
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[0076]

These short lands 47 and 48 are mutually short-circuited by means of

soldering or the like for transport and conveyance of the optical pickup

apparatus alone. That is, under such conditions, the power supply terminal

and the earth terminal of the semiconductor laser device 10 are

short-circuited, which prevents the semiconductor laser device 10 from

suffering electrostatic discharge damage.

[0077]

Additionally, in using the optical pickup apparatus, that is, in

incorporating the optical pickup apparatus into the optical disk reproducing

apparatus, the power supply terminal and the earth terminal of the

semiconductor laser device 10 can be released from the short-circuited state

by breaking off the short land 46 along the side fringe of the base plate 2, as

shown in Fig. 20.

[0078]

Considering easiness of breaking off the shot land 46, a glass-epoxy

printed circuit board is suitable for the printed circuit board 36. Its

appropriate thickness is on the order of 0.2mm.

[0079]

Provided on the printed circuit board 36 is a connector 53 for

retrieving the above mentioned signals (RF signal, FE signal and TE signal),

supplying power to the semiconductor laser device 10 and sending a drive

current to the object lens drive mechanism, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 17.

[0080]

Additionally, in the optical pickup apparatus, the substrate 2 and 36
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can be bent and displaced toward the principal surface (vertical direction) at

its bending displacement portion (base plate bending position) between the

place in which the semiconductor laser device 10 is arranged (that is, the

place in which the laser coupler 3 is attached) and the place in which the

object lens drive mechanism 6 is arranged, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

[0081]

In the optical pickup apparatus, the bending displacement of the

substrate 2 and 36 makes it possible to adjust the inclination of the laser

coupler 3 with respect to the object lens drive mechanism 6.

[0082]

More specifically, as shown in Fig. 10, assuming that the distance L

between the bending displacement portion 52 and the side fringe on the side

to which the laser coupler 3 is attached is 10mm to 11mm, if the bending

displacement portion 52 is bent in such a manner that the side fringe is

moved by O.lnm upward or downward, as shown in Fig. 12,

sin 1 (0.1/11) = 0.52°,

and it is thus understood that the laser coupler 3 can be adjusted in

inclination within a range of ±0.52°. At this time, the direction ofbending the

substrate 2 and 36 may be determined depending on the polarity (+ side or -

side) of EF balance (the direction of a discrepancy between the neutral point

of the focus error signal and jitter of the read signal in the best condition).

[0083]

Additionally, in the optical disk reproducing apparatus, the substrate

2 and 36 is positioned and held with reference to the side on which the object

lens drive apparatus 6 is arranged, rather than the bending displacement
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portion 52. That is, the substrate 2 and 36 is positioned with respect to the

shell cover 30 from the side on which the object lens drive apparatus 6 is

arranged, not from the bending displacement portion 52. Therefore, the

displacement adjustment by bending the substrate 2 and 36 is made in such

a state where the laser coupler 3 is inclined with respect to the reference

surface of the optical disk reproducing apparatus.

[0084]

Preferably, the base plate 2 is formed from an iron plate. This is

because aluminum (AL) might suffer breakage when being bent, zinc (Zn)

cause creeps from a bending, and stainless steel (Sus) return from its bent

state to former state due to springback and does not allow a high-precision

adjustment.

[0085]

The following are examples of component accuracies and mounting

accuracies in the optical pickup apparatus referring to Figs. 13 to 16.

[0086]

In the optical pickup apparatus, a target accuracy of the position of a

principal luminous flux emitted from the object lens 20 is ±0.3mm or less

with reference to the position of the shell cover 30. Also, in the optical

pickup apparatus, a target accuracy of the angle of inclination of the

principal luminous flux is ±0.5° or less with reference to the position of the

shell cover 30.

[0087]

In addition, a tolerance for a misalignment between the substrate 2

and 36 and the shell cover 30 is ±0.05mm or less for the both sides along an X
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axis (along the top surface of the substrate 2 and 36 and the recording track)

and along aY axis (along the top surface of the substrate 2 and 36 and

orthogonal to the recording track). Moreover, a misalignment in height

between the shell cover 30 and the substrate 2 and 36 shall be ±0.05mm or

less. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 13, allowable deviations in the angle of

inclination between the substrate 2 and 36 and the shell cover 30 are*

along the X axis,

sin 1 (0.05/22) = 0.13° and

along the Y axis,

sin 1 (0.05/15) = 0.19°,

provided that a clearance between their reference surfaces 44 along the X

axis is 22mm and a clearance between their reference surfaces 44 along the

Y axis is 15mm.

[0088]

Allowable deviations in misalignment between the reference hole in

the substrate 2 and 36 and the corresponding position of the object lens drive

mechanism 6 are ±0.05mm or less on the both sides along the X axis and the

Y axis. In addition, an accuracy of flatness of the top surface of the

substrate 2 and 36 is ±0.02mm or less, as shown in Fig. 14. Assuming that

the distance L between the optical axis of the object lens 20 and the

semiconductor laser device 10 (laser coupler 3) is 10mm, the angles of

inclination of the portion on which the semiconductor laser device 10 is

attached are*

along the X axis,

sin 1 (0.02/10) = 0.10° and
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along the Y axis,

sin 1 (0.02/10) = 0.10°.

[0089]

Next, as for the accuracies of the positions of the reflecting mirror 4

and the reflecting prism 5, their deviations in position from the substrate 2

and 36 shall be ±0.05mm or less on the both sides along the X axis and the Y

axis. A tolerance for a span between them is ±0.1mm or less. An accuracy

of the angle of attachment of the reflecting mirror 4 to the substrate 2 and 36

is ±0.2° or less, and an accuracy of the degree of parallelization between the

refection mirror 4 and the reflection prism 5 is ±0.1° or less, as shown in Fig.

15.

[0090]

A deviation in the position of the laser coupler 3 from the substrate 2

and 36 shall be ±0.05mm or less on the both sides along the X axis and the Y

axis. Also, a lift of the laser coupler 3 from the substrate 2 and 36 shall be

±0.01mm or less, as shown in Fig 16. Accordingly, the angles of inclination

of the disk laser coupler 3 with respect to the substrate 2 and 36 are:

along the X axis,

sin 1 (0.01/1.8) = 0.32° and

along the Y axis,

sin 1 (0.01/3.4) = 0.17°,

provided that the length of the laser coupler 3 is 1.8mm along the X axis and

the length of the laser coupler 3 is 3.4mm along the Y axis.

[0091]

The inclination of the principal luminous flux along the X axis is
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calculated as follows-

V((0.32)2+(0.2)2+(0.l)2+(0.l)2+(0.13)2)=0.42°

Also, the inclination of the principal luminous flux along the Y axis is

calculated as follows-

V((0. 17)2+(0.2)2+(0. l)2+(0. l)2+(0. 19)2)=0.35°

In addition, a deviation in the position of the principal luminous flux along

the X axis is calculated as follows •

V((0.05)2+(0.05)2+(0.l)2+(0.05)2+(0.05)2+(23xsin0.42°)2)=0.21mm

Moreover, a deviation in the position of the principal luminous flux along the

Y axis is calculated as follows -

V((0.05)2+(0.05)2+(0.05)2+(0.05)2+ (23xsin0.35°)2)=0.17mm

From the calculation results, it can be said that the inclination of the

principal luminous flux along the X axis (0.42°) is close to the target value of

±0.5° and the percentage of defects will increase for this item.

[0092]

In the optical pickup apparatus, the inclination of the principal

luminous flux along the X axis can be corrected by making an adjustment to

the bending displacement of the substrate 2 and 36, which allows the

percentage of defects to be decreased.
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[0106]

[Effects of the invention]

As stated above, an optical pickup apparatus related to the present

invention is structured in such a manner that a light emitting device is

firstly fixed and arranged on a substrate, an adjustment plate for movably

supporting a lens bobbin with an object lens for concentrating a luminous

flux emitted from the light emitting device onto an optical recording medium

is arranged on the substrate, and the lens bobbin is positioned in the

prescribed place with respect to the light emitting device by making an

adjustment to the position of the adjustment plate with respect to the

substrate.

[0107]

Also, the optical pickup apparatus is structured in such a manner

that the yoke constituting a magnetic circuit for moving the lens bobbin is

positioned with reference to the position of the lens bobbin and is arranged

on the substrate.

[0108]

That is, the present invention makes it possible to provide an optical

pickup apparatus in which, when an object lens supported by an object lens

drive mechanism is adjusted and positioned in the prescribed place with

respect to a light source, a position relationship between a coil bobbin and a

yoke constituting the object lens drive unit is maintained in a good condition

and the movable range (stroke) of the coil bobbin is sufficiently secured.

[0109]

In addition, the present invention makes it possible to provide an
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adjustment method for optical pickup apparatus by which the above

described optical pickup apparatus can be manufactured.
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[Fig. 2]

(l) Countersunk screw

[Fig. 3]

(1) Glass epoxy

(2) Shell cover

(3) Iron plate

[Fig. 4]

(1) Reference surface (0.25 inside the substrate)

(2) Measurement surface (0.25 inside the substrate)

(3) Reference surface

(4) Measurement surface (0.3 inside the substrate)

[Fig. 5]

(1) Steel plate holes

(2) Glass epoxy holes

[Fig. 10]

(1) Shell cover retaining position

(2) Direction of track

(3) Base plate bending position
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[Fig. 11]

(l) Base plate

When protruding end is bent by O.lm/m, ASIN (O.l/ll) = 0.52° with L = 10

11 and adjustment range is reached again.

[Fig. 12]

(l) Bending direction is downward ifEF balance becomes on positive side

and is upward ifEF balance becomes on negative side

[Fig. 13]

(1) Angle along X ASIN (0.05/22) = 0.13°

Angle alongY ASIN (0.05/15) = 0.19°

(2) Shell cover retaining position

[Fig. 14]

(1) Angle along X ASIN (0.02/10) = 0.10°

Angle alongY ASIN (0.02/10) = 0.10°

(2) Flatness 0.02

[Fig. 15]

(1) Degree of parallelization 0.1°

(2) Mirror assy
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[Fig. 16]

(1) Angle along X ASIN (0.01/1.8) = 0.32°

Angle alongY ASIN (0.01/3.4) = 0. 17°

[Fig. 19]

(1) Glass epoxy substrate 0.2t

(2) Iron plate

[Fig. 20]

(1) Bending and breaking off

[Fig. 22]

(1) Tightening with screws after alignment

(2) Long hole

(3) Movable yoke

(4) Dowel

(5) Adjustment plate

(6) Hole

[Fig. 23]

(1) Magnet

(2) Yoke

(3) Adjustment plate

(4) Soldering

(5) Base plate
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[Fig. 24]

(1) Lens

(2) Yoke

(3) Magnet

(4) Coil bobbin

(5) Leaf spring

(6) Adjustment plate

(7) Moving along two axes narrows a clearance from yoke

[Fig. 25]

(1) Lens/bobbin is inclined

(2) Adjustment plate

[Fig. 26]

(1) Yoke

(2) Stroke

(3) Bobbin

(4) Stopper
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952, 3 6fcftft»t6>n*i#> ±fESSEtF4 3, 43
©TffigS(4, EI2J^Df|H3(c:^-r<t 5(r, ±15-^-^*
« 2 W±ffi»©J^M^©»aSB#-e&5_hlBSlHB4
4ClS«$;ft-5. *fc, rrov'ac^*^— 3 0^s±IHS
«g&2, 3 6K:»ft»t5>ix5i:#, ±fa*y§«MU 2,

4 2©_hffi£B(4, El2^t>*El3(r^-rJ:5(-. Jiia-^y

/0 ^h&«3 6©l^#5 O^TffiSW-SffiSJxSo

[00 6 3] JbfE:/ y V K2fc& 3 6 ©TffigBte-hlS^-

^36E2©JiBfflK»oTV^5fc«>» rftt^jJ

S36 ©TEgC-Stf-^— 2 ©±ffig|5f4. ID— spffi

JbfcffillbTV^. tLt, -hIB#l§»fF4 3, 43©
T«a5&T>*±IE#^*/H4 2, 4 2«JbffiSW±EW£H|
—5p®_b(CteBL-CV^W-e. g*aSfr4 3, 4 3©
T**««»J=saaiq"ffi4 4jwa!Rsn8E#ssEm4 2, 4

. 2<o±mnfr±.mmnftso<oTmm^mz*hz>z-t
K4 9, JbfE->ai/P;*7^— 3 0(4, ±|SS«gB2, 3 6

20 IZMVX. ±.TXfo (-*-**> *> % r©£KgB2, 3 6K

[0 0 6 4] ^rUT, -hfE->^P7J/<-3 0(4, EI 2 £
^1~4 5 -bl2*«§15 2 , 3 6 fc^S^fc-*5?ffifi

?L4 0 fcT*«J: 9*f»<Snjfc*S>3 7 £, T*ffl!lt^rSl

§152, 3 6(^U-CS#(tb^-5o
[00 6 5] tLt, ±|5v-^/U*/<-3 0(4, _hffig|5

C ±f2*f^i^>'X2 0 SrJi^-{ffliw^^-ar-5fc*b©S7L

3 1 fc^L-Cl^o
JO [0 0 6 6] 3 0(4, ^g^MSr^V^C

J5g^(w4 t)^i-5^lc*5V^T, ±IE¥ffiPS:^<—r-

-fy^v (M»ia5) ±^e-f-55pffi-efe&^tt
LT^tSr £K4!), ±|S«-S«ff4 3, 4 3 ©T
S8SOltf_hi&8-Mig!/1l4 2, 4 2 ©_hffigCS:IE?i(c|^—

[0 0 6 7] t£*5^ ¥«^©tl5WT-fc5S^gl5(-/f7^<-

Sl5«-Sr5t-W-*45 tz.Hb<om^Lb L-T, EI 2 7 (c^-T4 5

(;, ^7Jx<—$B*tl 3 0©ffiS^gB^-»ca^tFl 4 3^t^
§|o»»t7Rl 4 1 ?:-ft:«)(c:ia(t, ^*«g|5 1 1 2©_b

40 Wn<oWfcU&mz.&mWH-\ A 3©Tffia3Sr^»^-ar

SfcttKv tft§lo#W71ll 4 1 Sr0[£KAl 1 2©{M

4 1 ©T«fl!l(w(4, ±ESS!fr 1 4 3 (C[rJ»4T/RIFI5 1 4

2Sr^LT*3<.
[0 0 6 8] r©«fc5*«^tc4«7±SS*^-gB#l 3

0Sr±fS«^gBl 1 2tefcfl-W-3»&fc:H\ ±IE§|-3^

(t/R 1 4 1 (4, 13 0 /5S^»«SB 1 12fc
Etft(7b*i5££K:, 1 2 ©^f-il^4 <0 hft-

«fc#tt3E»**t5 0 Lfc^oT, i©^-(r(4. _tffi

50 */<-SW 1 3 0 14, ±|S§| o#(tm 1 4 1 ©5ftt^»

-6-



11

[0 0 6 9] Z<D JUStt^ 0S*.tf, A

[00 7 0] ±E#'<-SW»u Tttfc»M»*i*V*!9*Pte

[00 7 1] -tlBSKffil 1 2C*/<-JWl 3

0 fcfc<E>fl?/jg£ UTI4, 12 8 fcjjrf± 5

1 4 4, 1 4 5 SrKtt, SE^ESB 112 ©{M^SEiff^S:

&&S.WY\ 1 4 4, 1 45 H»c»Etp J; 5 t£bfct>

[0 0 7 2] £«>J:3fc*J*te*JV^CWU ±GXticttl
1 2»ff4©H*fc±1B*3t»>fl 44, 1 45©fii

Y\\ A A, 14 5 tofflli, JEAK45j4\ £fcf4, &

— 3 OSr±f2»£g|5 2, 3 efcRftttSflMSiUT^ii

[0 0 7 3] -tb-C, ±IB->^/U*^— 3 014, —ttHM

^*3 2I4, -h|E'>-ai/U*^— 3 0K>—flSgBi«?-(ai*{H!l

KfflttT—ttoSn'-g-tf 3 3 , 3 4^s^Kl$n5C tfcJ:

5 , -tlbi^3 3, 3 4<7?fB1C>g|5^-t UT^J58;$tv

Ti^-5. ifc,-roj'xA'*-'<- 3 o roflfeiBSffiJgp^tc

14, *SfcJ*»-C*>5*?;* My-yg?35«$^
TVS. :©X7^F^!)-7'ai3 5i4 1 iS^P3ttttco

®?Li bTff£/&£ftT^5,

[0074] ±15*5* -f ;* *S±IS«te:J3V*TM:, 13 1

l-^i-i; 5 _kfE* 7* h-* y —y'U 3 5 [Z&yefj

^13 2 fcflBtrV *?W££i&:<D3titt}!ffl 103M

[0075] -euT, Jbi57*y ^h*K3 6t4, 04,
HI 1 8 XT/HI 1 9 K%rt «fc 9 _hfE-<—^.SS 2 OtfOI

LTV^S. rcD^3-h7^Kg|54 6±»r{4, _hfE#3t

tt^-WPl 0©WM86WP (+«*?) 7)5»«g$ix

fcr y v hbe*^-vtea*ti-5—*o •> a - f* 7 v

g^l,-^10©S»f (j/^^K (GN
d) iSHF) asjg&saxfcT-y >imMs<*—is\z$m.-f

[0 0 7 6] rtl.b^v's — h7> K4 7, 4 814, r.

(7) ^9-2 3 1 59 2

72

T, *fflttf*$?K:J:!>, Sv^ciltt (v-s-h)

C*s9» :o^*i/-riHT-i o<^#«5SS^^ih$

[0 0 7 7] LT, i«>3t^try^Ty^SSfiSrttffl

7fr7*-f ^^If^^SlwIfi^iitft^lwti, i2 0(^t
70 J; o fc, ±fEiy 3— S ?^ K8&4 6 £±IB-<—^Slg

2

ifjf^f- 1 0 e>«K{Hr&4fiHF- <t t <D@f&£«PH-

[0 0 7 8] ±IS7°y >-hS^3 6(4, _hf£v/ 3 —

>-hmu>mvx*sv* mztio. 2mm§

[0 0 7 9] #*5, JifE^y Vh£K3 6±^f4, HI 1

7(r^-r45(-s _h8E#f§-§- (RFM, F
20 EflT§\ TEM) ©fc9ttiU ±IM**fri—IF*^

i o—ommm^s ^nm^^^wmrnm^n

[0080] ^-U, r fy*T y 7^gKl*iV

>

TJ4, _hlS£&85 2, 3 6f4, HI 1 O&tfHIl 1 m^-f-

[008 1] n <r>%^ e° ^ r y ^SSt-fev >r (4, n
<D«fc5>fe-hiES«gB2, 3 6 W®ft^(Cj;o-C, JbIS

u—»f*^7 3 <n±mM&) u>-xmmmn 6 tr^-rs«

[00 8 2] -T4fe*>, HI 1 0 Iw^-f-J: 9 ^, JifSSft

^££15 5 2 tiSSU'—y-'*^7 3 ^Stfttt bftfcffiflroflia

UW£X~<D3£ffi. L755 1 OmmMl Iramffc5it5
i:, Hll 2l;^tJ:5!C, ^Offl«R8BS:-h*ffiJ. *fc

40 14, T*fflHte0. lmm»tt-t-5«r»t«EJSft«4tSB5.2

sin" 1 (0. 1/1 1) =0. 5 2°

i!), Ki/-W7 3Sr±0. 5 2° tSoTfitl

§152, 3 6 Srfflft$-fr5*lRll4, EF/<7^ (±157

M) Jrj^tT3£*T*5< :ti!ft5.
[00 8 3] ^ LT, JilSS«SS 2, 3 6 {4, -hlE^T*

50 a X ? f?^^fifc*JV ^-C (4, ±IEfflft^a5 5 2in
-7-



(8> 9-231592
13 14

2 , 3 611 ±IBJBttSBfit«S 5 2 J: 5 t>±E*Hfe IC*

3 0K#LT&eife*£;h-3o Ufc*SoT, ±fS
fi«g|!2, 3 e^ai^iirSCtl'iSlSlt ±|B*

[0 0 8 4] ±15^—^3feK2tt, &tmz£*)M
figSn5Ci:^*UV\ 7-/1^ = ?A (AL) "Cfiffi 70

*S*S^i:k:J:Diff*t5*h.i4Sfc»), £tt (Z n) t?

^r-i'W* (Sus) Trfiffitt^-ar-Cbx^''!; v

[0 0 8 5] fc*s. rro^tfy^rs/T^fifcteits
ffifittfltftl^*vh»#«©0!|«: s 1211 3 7SSB1 6

[008 6] r<D3feffy^7y7'gItt5V>tl±1 ±

«>zc/U^^— 3 0<Dfeg£rS^t b"C, ±0. 3mmjy.

0 LT, ±0. 5° SS5t LTV^

[008 7] tfC, ±K»gS($2, 3 6i:JbIB^/U
^7/<-3 0^fiffmi Xftttfr*] (0EKK8I5 2, 3

IrJ 2 , 3 6 <0Jbffi»fc:i&v *JilBIE»

2, 3 e^St-f-SieS^rfPl^-rixtt, ±0. 0 5mmJW
rt"Cfe5 0 It^ot, ±ESffiSB2, 3 6 i: ±155^31

/u^^-3 0 4:0>«#G>K*tt, EI 1 3 ^^i-i 5 fc*

Xlfrlftfcov^

sin~ 1 (0. 0 5/2 2) =0. 1 3°

Y^faKo^T,
sin" 1 (0. 0 5/1 5) =0. 19°

fc&So fcfcU X^fRl^oV>T^)Jbf5»2p®4 4BJ±*
V ( (0. 3 2) 2+ (o. 2) 2+ (o.

) =0. 4 2°

r ( (0. 1 7) 2 + (0. 2) 2 + (0.

) =0. 3 5°

/"
( (0. 05) 2+ (o. 05) 2+ (o. l) 2 +

) 2+ (23XsinO. 4 2° )
2
) =o. 2 1mm

S~ ( (0. 05)2+ (o. 05)2+ (0 _ 05)2 +
sinO. 3 5°

)
2
)
= 0 . 1 7mm

*C0WP1^2 2mmt\ Y^ftJ£OV^T<7}JifSa5fiffi4 4

[00 8 8] 4r LT, ±ISS^§I52, 3 6±te*5»t5±

BTtt^ffifStt, X^fRk Ylfrftifcfc, ±0. 0 5m
mHrt-efc5o ±IB»SS5 2, 3 6 <D_LS§|$(7)^

SStt, 014^"TJ:5^, ±0. 0 2mmWTfc

10 (±|Bl—if^^7 3) i(50£EStL4r 1 Ommtt
St, rco^SffcU—IfJtT-i 0*S*ftlt&ix«»^O

sin" 1 (0. 0 2/10) =0. 1 0°

sin" 1 (0. 0 2/1 o) =0. 10°

[0 0 8 9] #l\C s ±ERlt^9-4XV±iaRlt^y
XA 5 (PffijWilSSr^*.5 <fc , -hfB&KSP 2, 3 6 tc^f

r*ffi«i*iXdS, X;*T|rK Yjjfakhl^ ±0. 05m
mj^rt-efc9, rixboH^^^^isatt. ±0. i

mmHrtt*5, iKRWS?— 4*>fflKSl52, 36-
Ell 5^-TJ:5i-. ±o. 2° «rt

WrStt, ±0. l° EArt-efcSo

[0 0 9 0] ttt, ±IBu—if^^9 3(OJiia»K8B

2, 3 6 ^-rsffiB-rn^, x*i*k Y^ttt^
±0. 0 5mm»rttfc5o Sfc, ±IBW-If*^? 3

<£>_hfES«£B2, 3 6R:SeH--6»#H:. HI 6te«-f-J:

5Kl, ±0. 0 1mmKWfe5 o Uc^ot, -7^ *
lP*^7 3^±fBa6tRSB2,. 3 6tC*hJ-««#

sin" 1 (0. 0 1/1. 8) =0. 3 2°

Y^r&l^OV^T,
sin- 1 (0. 0 1/3. 4) =0. 1 7°

4:45. fcSU X*lRlKoV^-C<0±ieu—lF#:/7 3

OftS^l. 8rarat\ Y^"f^]^OV>rC0^U—if^7^

[0091] ::t\ Jlfs^3t^cox^^^rov^rco#J

i) 2 + (0. D 2+ (o. i 3) 2

D 2 + (o. 1) 2+ (o. i 9)

(0. 0 5)2+ ( 0< 05

(0. 0 5) 2+ (2 3 X



(9) W9-2 3 1592
15

<h£S„ roSfef&fcJ: 9, ±IS^^otX^faKov

^

(75#JtU (0. 4 2°
) _hfHg«ftt<7?±0. 5° \Ztg

tVS„

[0 0 9 2] Z.<T>%&}£ y^Ty^SHtfciBV^-CW:, ±
fE&RgB2, 3 6«)Iftgfi|: _hfH

[0093] rw^fy^Ty/il©^

[0 0 9 4] ro^tfy^ry^gf^itst

u-lf^Xy 3 J: 9 @3feLTISfS:-rSo

[00 9 5] &{w N -hiE^U-vX 2 0 tffttfrt 6>tvfc

l/yX#^2 1 SrilS**^ 2 2, 2 3, 2 4. 2

5 Sr^L-C^tb»f^"Itg^^b-CVN.5fiS7pw- h 5

4 .LiSfflggR 2 , 3 6 JbKIE^i-£ 0

[00 9 6] * LT, -hHEpfgXW- h54 WJifES«
S5 2, 3 6\Zft-rziiLW$:m&-t :5Z.t^£<9^ ±ffiU

-rz>m&&wb-tz<.
[00 9 7] ±fS U^X#fy21 (DtiLWZlis&^mfc

-hfSSH^S 9 (§-§• (RFfa-§-) <OU^./uS.xj^Jy ^ , E
F/<7^ (±fl27*-—^Jiy— St/Si: JifS

tt^-Si 9 ft#fc*5 5 Vsy *©Sft^JS t ©fti,©!)

[00 9 8] r.<Dm&ZfU— b 5 4 OffcggBStt, -LIE

*&g|5 2 , 3 6' JifciSV 3 &^ffll:i^S&.K;UqE|$S

(«*) S*«rtfcJ:9^Ti3ixS.
[0 0 9 9] .hIEliMXU— h 5 4f±, JiIHU^XtJ?^

fcgi: Tiofc^fli-e, IH 2 3 tc^i-j; 5 fc, ^SgffllfB^

5 S*±M& x)l'h&6.Z 6tMlt¥Ba6 6 lc£ 9 ^
HftttSixSCtlcJ: 9, ±IE©&g&2, 3 6l:»UT

[oioo] cro±? ia±$28m.-7 u— h 5 4 <?>m&iz

«t9, ±ira«uvx«»#H*6tt\ ±ie^u>X2

[0101] -ett, -hiE3—^ 27a, 27b SrJbfS

2 6 ©fig*** 1 tteift*u .hfaxsas 2 , 3

6 JbfciERi-s.

[0 10 2] ±E#3^2 7a, 27bii, JtiSLfc

J:5t-s ±fB"5T»3— ^ 6 0Sr^-U-C^$tl,T±Se*
SS62, 3 6±£IB^:£iX, r^S^g|5 2, 3 6©±f

±IE"5ri&3— ^ 6 Ofi, r^SteSl52, 3 6±{C*i}t-5

75

6 3, 6 4S:*LT*J9, r^P>ffi^6 3, 645:

So

[0 1 0 3] ±IS#3-^ 2 7 a, 2 7b
ttU ±iEfiS7,U— K 5 4 <D_kSE£KS5 2 , 3 6 ±(c*3

{ta^ibrc>^a«[fi5 2, 3 6<D_hffigB»C&p 2#C5£*T[6]

WjfcSHcitttb-C, rwS«g|52, 3 6±»$}i,
So Lfc/iSoT, CfttjS—^2 7a, 2 7bW±|2n

/0 /Hfltfi^ ew&gSrSJpt-t-Sffifi**!*, ±SEfS

S7fU->5 4©«HWWiRIB*K:fTfoix5.
[0 10 4] ^LT, _hlE^-3— 2 7 a, 2 7 b I3\

_hfES«a5 2, 3 6 ©iSoSB-hlCSSftStegSr, -hfE¥

3 6\ZMVXmfe£jlZa Z.frh-3—?27
a , 2 7b <D±.WMfan 2 , 36 fc*f-rS _h|E

rTKih-^ 6 0 \Z.Wt\1r btltL* v*f¥il?L 6 1, 6 2(Cff

il ^-tirfc^ '^6 5, 6 5 Sr^E^&SB 2 , 3 6 <D^VX\Z
20 3 t(Cj;9tT5o

[0105] rroiSfc-tlEWKrru— h5 4^tP±IB
sikj 3-^ 6 o wMStc j; •? , jtiE^t^ u^xmwmm
6(i, ±|S=&3—^ 2 7 a, 2 7 b /45±fEffiKgB 2, 3

6\cMLxmmcs.m^fi-k.vtnSiX. *»o, -n^s-
^27 a, 2 7 b i±IE3-Y/^f^2 6 irWHwRflBB

r™t O 1 0 6 ]

So

[oio7] rw3t#fy^ryyite, _hia

[0108] i-ftfr-^ myouyxwmmm
\z frznm\s>'X*Km\zftvxffi%.<r>®.w.

[0109] *%B^fi s ft##fy

50 gcops*feSrffiWt-sr:i:3is-e#st>w-efes„ ^
-9-



(10) &M¥-9-2 3 1 5 9 2

17

[01] *&93fc«5 t° y * Ts'.yMwWJS
-t-fSWfffiH-e**.

[121 2 ] ±|E3fe^f2/ T y rSHt<0«EB5«Jft*j^Sr^

[03] ±IH*^\?y97 y lZ.&tfZi'^/Ujjs<

[04] JJE3^tfy*Ty:7l*g©a»^rt«rjj*

[05] -h!E7fc#My9Tv tt% *tfr

—oiW^^wftft ^©JFWSri5H-WB<SWiEST fc

5.

[0 6 ] ilS3t*tfy#ry7llO'/a/if#A-©||
J*«ra*-*-*ttiB|-eS>3.

[07] ilEft^fc^^Tyr^gfl^ai/U;^—<75«

[08] ±fS^*t'-/ ^7y7^f«i/x/V*/<-©i

[0 9] ilE^tfy^Ty^JSgrou--¥*??<r>m
f&£7jH-#4!!0 T- fc5 o

[010] ±157fe^f y^Ty^TK«R:j8«-***»a

[01 1] ±E«¥tfy*Xy:7^»::*Jtt5#9tttfli

Wtegll#&jj^g»rffi0-efc5.

[012] ilE^t^fy^Ts/T^g^tS^Sl—If*

^•9«3ffigWSSr*i-«BBH-C*>5.

[013] ±IE**tfy^ry7lfigfc*5»t5*tE«K;
2H--5 «O{£groip®f*3CO^SSr^-t-2]ZE0

[014] ±IE3t*try^Ty7lKgfcj3rtS3&K»^
«-t"5 fi*-7,,

7W{jLgco5IzS(*|(7)iSMSr^-r^ffi0

[01 5] ±E3te*fcr y *Ty:7«g»=:l8»753te*£»fli

©ffigftgSr^igffMET?* So

[016] ifE3t^f y^Ts/7^gtc*5»t5*«§5^

[017] _hE)fe*fcry^ry^3SgK:*sWS3t^»fli

<Oiag^r^-f-¥ffi0T-fo -5 „

[01 8] iiE^fcV^Ty^glr&tfSffigaJcD

18

10

30

[019] ±SB3t¥lfy^Ty7'»gJC*S»t5afeK8|J«>

[02 0] iE^fy^TyT'JSgwafitSSW^a-

[021] ±myt¥-*?y?Tiy7,mWi<DMVou:/xgm

[022] ±IB3t*y£v9T v7"&W<DM®uvXfggj

[023] ±«E3fe^ify9T yzm&<0*t¥oU ^Xfgfft

flMftKi&v n-c =»-Y/W3l? fc*i/WfiLg^sraS-t-?.iraS«#co

[02 4] ^*<7?3t^t:°y^Tynggco^u-^X|g

[025] ^3i5cD3t^ tf -> ^ r -> •?
,mm.<nnm^>xsg

20 [02 6] ^O^ey^Ty/SfiD^vyXS

co«fi§;$:^i-iEffi0T*fe 5„

[02 7] mm<Dytmi?y9Ty-TmmiZi$VZ><^;U

0-C-fe-S,

[02 8] SE*eD3fe*£l?y9Ty-7,mm^m^^^
fB«»fS0r-fos.

[^•§-roiftK]

2 s<-xmWi. 3 U— (L/C) . 4 s
it??-, 5 sit/yx^ 6 ztynu^xmssm
m. 1 0 iNgfru-lfg^ 1 3 ^fr*tt"§i5, 1

4 a & 1 03t^fctJ^, 14b 2 £>3fc|$tfJ!!* 2 0

*f#!U^.\ 2 1 U-VX^KC^ 2 6 ra^f/MSf

^ 27a, 27b 3—9, 2 8 3 0

S/;cU;fr/<— „ 3 2 ^-g-®, 35 X^Xh*-}) —
yu. 3 eyy >-hm&, 42 sayn., 43 g«
fr> 44 Sipffi, 46 5/ a — F7V 4 7 —
*©->3-h7yK 4 8 ->3-|>7VK, 5

omn, 52 x^fiif&g. 54 ibsxu—
F> 60 ^I»J3—? % 6 3, 6 4 #-3-*&g

40

(D

t^^l [Hi 1]

2

'f^.d [Hi 9]

36 7r^XX^->^o.2t (D

46

3a,39 42^41

I 2

AS IN <0.1/M> «0 52°7^^sK^<£atCA^

vzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzn
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(11) 4»M3P9-2 3 1 5 9 2

^iM* \
[Hi]

,102 ior

f \ \ \ s s s s | s ssss^
6e 6 31 /!\ 20

30 31 ^42

38,39*5*07?^

[134]

(f) 44 (£*S<7> 0.25^1 )

^45 ?3>]£IS < CO 0. 3P3*'I

)

<5>

-ii-



(12) #53^9 — 2 3 1 5 9 2

"p-^.b[El6] f^C}.^ [117]

f»*f.
§ [08]

34

30

7=
32 33

43

42 41 35

p—

l

fT-^.t 0 mi o]

-^-j^l^ [igi2]
I4a,t4t»

PD

O fid's 55 l»JUt, EF/\-5>^«< © «iji-tj-»rc^ *

© t

"P^U^IiH 1 4 ]

X^(6j^)g AS I N (0. 02/10) = 0. 10°

YJjfaftm AS IN (0. 02/10) = 0. 10°

- 53

\^\h\m \ 3]

X^lSjftg AS IN (0. 0 5/22)=0
Y^|S]«Jt ASIN(0. 05/15)

,Y

(22)

= 0.13= ")(p
= 0. 1 9° /

.20

-12-



(13) #BS¥9-2 3 1 5

ptolS[Bi5l

Assy

(±0.2°)

X^ftg AS I

Y^lSjftg AS I

N (0. 01/1. 8) =0.32° *) /7)
N (0. 01/3. 4) =0. 1 7° / ^
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